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Diwali is the most important festival in India. For jains, Diwali
marks the anniversary of the attainment of Moksha by
Mahavir-Swami
in 527 Camp
BC. The festival falls on the last day of
Lens Transplant
the month of Ashvin, the end of the year in the Indian calendar.
But the celebration starts in the early morning of the previous day
as Lord Mahavir commenced his last sermon (final discourses
know as Uttardhyayan), which lasted until the night of Diwali. At
midnight, his soul left his body and attained liberation, Moksha.
Eighteen kings of northern India were present in his audience at
the time of his final sermon. They decided that the light of their
master’s knowledge should be kept alive symbolically by lighting
of lamps. Hence it is called Deepavali or Diwali, (deep means a
lamp and avali means series or multiple). But the light of Lord
Mahavir’s knowledge cannot be kept alive by just lighting the
lamps. That is an external approach. Realistically, we should
light up our internal lamps – awaken our inner vision by
practicing the path preached by Lord Mahavir. As traditional
Diwali lamp needs a clay bowl, oil, and cotton wick. The inner
lamp needs the right faith, right knowledge, right conduct and
right Tap (austerity). External lamps need oxygen while internal
lamps need self-effort. The resolution to adopt the practice of
good conduct is the way to celebrate the Diwali. Some fast for
two days as Lord Mahavir did. Some people recite –“Shri
Mahavir Swami Sarvajnaya Namah” one very bead of the rosary
(108 beads in one rosary) first followed by 19 rosaries of reciting
“Shri Mahavir Swami Paragataya Namah” on each bead. In brief,
Diwali is for enhancing the spiritual wealth.
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Lens Transplant Camp - Jaipur October 1,2008
With blessings of Acharya Shree Mahapragya, a tremendous effort is underway to fight blindness. Towards this goal, a lens transplant project
is underway in Rajasthan. This project started around September 22, 2008. Until now about 2000 people have been checked out in about 18
villages. The eyesight check up camp has examined and tested all these people and 511 people have been fitted with transplanted lenses.
The camp director and Mahapragya service trust president Mr. Naresh Mehta announced that they are working with local blindness prevention
committees and this will be a two month project. They plan to have this type of camp at about 50 locations and about 5000 people will have
their vision checked out. There is a tremendous response towards the lens transplant project.

IILM Academy of Higher Learning
A 5 day camp was held at Anuvibha center at Jaipur campus. The theme of the camp was life science (Jeevan Vigyan).
This was primarily held for IILM students. On September 27, the last day of the camp, Yuvacharya Maha Shraman
addressed IILM family and outlined basics for success in life- honesty, non-violence, control of desires, and time
management. During the camp Munishree Kishanlalji familiarized students with yoga and its benefits. He said to be
successful in life one must be bodily healthy as well as spiritually happy. Niyojika Vishrut Vibha and Muni Jey
Kumari challenged students to find themselves and to know their soul (Atma). Dr. Ashok Bapna told the audience that
this type of camp teaches everyone important lessons. Academic advisor, Dr. Ved Prakash thanked everyone.

Thought at Sunrise
So Far, all quests for truth have remained quests for the methods to get to truth .No goal
can be accessed without first identifying the method with which to do so. Truth is a goal,
Knowledge, the method. A mind without thoughts, a mind full of thoughts and concrete
information based on the senses cannot constitute knowledge. Truth comes from the
knowledge of the senses and definiteness of thoughts.

You Can Stay Healthy
Remove your High Blood Pressure & lead a happy life
Asana (Exercise): Kayotsarga, Suptatadasan, Supta Kayotsarga on the right side(visit
www.preksha.com)
Pranayama (Breathing technique): Chandrabedhi Pranayam - 10 minutes
Preksha (Perception): Meditation of blue color on body - 10 minutes
Anupreksha (Contemplation): Auto-suggestion - “My blood Pressure is getting Balanced” 15 minutes
Japa (Chanting): “Om sound” - 10 minutes
Dietary Awareness: Avoid dairy and salty foods
Mudra (Hand Posture): Apaan vayu Mudra

CURRENT LOCATION
OF ACHARYA SHRI MAHAPRAGYA
Acharya Shri is Currently at ANUVIBHA Building, Opp Gourav Tower, Jaipur - 302017,
Rajasthan, India
Phone No : +91 141 5127358, 0141 4017989, Fax 0141-2710118

Jainism at Florida International University
Jainism at Florida International University

Sacramento
Jain center of Sacramento (California) celebrated Parushan in the holy presence of
Samani Riju pragya & Satya pragya. Samani Riju pragya delivered lecture on various ways of achieving
equanimity through Mantra including the practice of meditation. Samani Satya pragya also gave lecture
on different topic. Jain society of Sacramento was presented a magic show on the occasion of Mahaveer
Jayanti. Samaniji imparted Knowledge to kids 7 youth. Before coming Sacramento, Samaniji visited at
New Jersey, Philadelphia and Atlanta.

News from JVB Houston

Paryushan in Birmingham
In the presence of Samani Jyoti Pragyaji and Samani Him Pragyaji,
Paryushan parva was celebrated in a very special and informative way.
The Jain community were very motivated to learn more about simple and
practical ways of implementing changes in our way of life, through the
teachings of Lord Mahavira There were workshops organised on

